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CLEANING TOOL FOR TRUCK BED LINERS 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

This invention relates to tools for cleaning uneven or 
corrugated surfaces. 

BACKGROUND 

Truck bed liners of plastic or rubber are often utiliZed to 
protect the surfaces of a pick-up truck cargo bed. These 
liners are typically designed to cover all ?ve surfaces of the 
cargo bed, including the sides, front, tail-gate and ?oor. 
Corrugation of the bed liner surfaces is a popular design 
feature of many commercially available bed liners. Corru 
gated bed liners, hoWever, can collect debris falling from 
trees or the remnants of hauling various materials. Refuse, 
dirt, sand, gravel and many other bulk materials such as 
fertiliZer and grain can all be conveniently hauled in a truck, 
but leave behind evidence of their passage in the corrugated 
bed liners. Moreover, debris can be compacted in the cor 
rugations of the bed liner ?oor from Walking in the bed or 
from the Weight of cargo pressing upon the debris. 

Ordinary brooms and rakes are inef?cient for removing 
debris lodged in the corrugated bed liner ?oor, so that 
cleaning of the bed liner ?oor after hauling bulk material can 
take an inordinate amount of time. Flat brooms do not easily 
reach far enough doWn into the grooves of the corrugations, 
and cannot quickly remove lodged debris. Rake tines do not 
have the correct shape or spacing to ?t the bed liner 
corrugations. Application of pressuriZed Water to remove 
debris is also inef?cient as Well as Wasting of a natural 
resource, and pressuriZed Water is not alWays available at a 
site Where cleaning of the bed is desired. 

Workers in the building trades often hang a tool boX 
betWeen the top rails of a pickup truck cargo bed. These tool 
boXes typically eXtend vertically upWard from the top rails 
as Well as doWnWard into the enclosed area of the cargo bed, 
Without touching the ?oor. Thus the ?oor of a bed liner, if it 
is also installed in the pickup trucks, is partially covered by 
the overhanging tool boX, and an air space eXists betWeen 
the bottom of the tool boX and the bed liner. When the bed 
liner is corrugated, as is popular, debris can collect Within 
the grooves underneath the tool boX, as Well as collecting 
Within the grooves of the bed liner aWay from the tool boX. 
SWeeping or hosing With Water the portion of the bed liner 
?oor Which is under the tool boX is made difficult both by the 
corrugation of the bed liner ?oor and because the tool boX 
restricts access. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention solves these problems by providing 
a cleaning tool that ?ts the grooves and ridges of a corru 
gated surface so that dirt, debris or other items can be 
removed from the surface. The tool has a head With a 
scalloped cleaning pro?le, including projections shaped to 
?t Within the indentations of the corrugated ?oor surface of 
a truck bed liner, and recesses that mate With the upper 
reaches of the surface. The projections are shaped to closely 
conform to the bed liner corrugation, although individual 
projections may have a higher radius of curvature than the 
concave corrugation into Which they ?t, so that the rake can 
pass freely by any slight deformities in the corrugation. 
Deformities in the corrugation can eXist from Wear or from 
tolerance in the original manufacture. 

The scalloped pro?le of the head may be formed of a solid 
blade, to provide a generally periodic scraping edge. 
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2 
Alternatively, the scalloped pro?le may be de?ned by the 
terminus of teeth, as With a rake, or bristles, as for a broom. 
Solid teeth or tines may be formed of plastic, metal, other 
synthetic materials or Wood. Bristles may be formed of 
plastic, metal or natural ?bers. One embodiment of the 
present invention has a cleaning head including a ?rst 
cleaning edge having solid teeth and a second cleaning edge, 
Which is disposed on an opposite side of the head, having 
bristle teeth. This combination rake and serrated broom 
alloWs the person cleaning the bed liner ?oor to ?rst scrape 
out the bulk of the debris With the rake side, and then ?ip it 
over and brush out the remaining smaller debris With the 
broom side. 

The head is attached to a handle for affording access to an 
entire truck bed surface, even in areas having an overhang 
ing tool boX. A long handle that can be used to reach under 
a tool boX from behind the truck makes pressing a conven 
tional broom into the grooves difficult due to the long 
moment arm of the handle. Due to the mating of the head 
With the corrugated surface, hoWever, the need for pressing 
to ?t into the grooves is drastically reduced, affording more 
thorough cleaning With less effort. Various means can be 
utiliZed for connecting the handle to the head, including 
threading the handle directly into the head or connecting the 
tWo With a forked mounting. The head can have a quick 
clamp that ?ts standard handles, to make storing and trans 
porting the handle-free head easy. This head can be clamped, 
for example, to the handle of a conventional broom at an 
opposite end, since the broom may also be employed in 
cleaning a truck bed. Alternatively, a hinged handle mount 
may be employed Which alloWs the handle to lock in 
different positions. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

FIG. 1 is a perspective vieW of a cleaning tool of the 
present invention disposed on a corrugated pick-up truck 
bed liner, With the teeth of the cleaning tool mating With the 
grooves of the bed liner. 

FIG. 2 is a perspective vieW of a head and handle of the 
cleaning tool of FIG. 1, the head having a solid, scalloped 
cleaning edge. 

FIG. 3 is a front vieW of the head of the cleaning tool of 
FIGS. 1 and 2. 

FIG. 4 is a front vieW of a second embodiment of the 
present invention, With a periodically varying cleaning edge 
formed of ?ber or bristles. 

FIG. 5 is a front vieW of a third embodiment of the present 
invention, With teeth made of solid material and overlaid 
With bristles. 

FIG. 6 is a front vieW of a fourth embodiment of the 
present invention, having dual, scalloped solid and ?ber 
cleaning edges. 

FIG. 7 is a front vieW of a ?fth embodiment of the present 
invention, With a sinusoidal solid edge and a ?at broom 
edge. 

FIG. 8 is a perspective vieW of a sixth embodiment of the 
present invention, having cleaning edges on top, bottom and 
front sides of the head. 

FIG. 9 is a side vieW of the cleaning tool of FIG. 8 With 
a hinged handle locked in position substantially normal to 
tWo of the cleaning edges. 

FIG. 10 is a side vieW of the cleaning tool of FIG. 8 With 
a hinged handle locked in position substantially parallel to 
tWo of the cleaning edges. 

FIG. 11 is a perspective vieW of a seventh embodiment of 
the present invention, having a head formed With a layer of 
solid material such as steel or plastic. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

FIG. 1 shows a ?rst embodiment of a cleaning tool 20 of 
the present invention, as it is used on a corrugated liner 85 
covering a ?oor 88 of a pickup truck bed or trailer 80. 
Referring additionally to FIG. 2, the cleaning tool 20 has a 
head 5 and a handle 15. A series of teeth 10 are made of a 
natural or synthetic solid to form a scalloped cleaning edge 
7 disposed on an opposite portion of the head 5 from a ?at 
cleaning edge 8. The shape of the teeth 10 and their spacing 
approximately correspond to grooves 78 of the corrugated 
liner 85. This particular tool 20 ?ts the corrugated bed liner 
85 sold under the DURALINER trademark, although the 
head 5 may be con?gured to ?t the pattern of other corru 
gated surfaces. 

Interior surfaces of the truck bed 80 that may be covered 
by a bed liner include a head Wall 82, a tail-gate 83, interior 
side Walls 84. The bed liner 85 has a corrugated pattern over 
most of the ?oor 88, With a series of generally parallel ridges 
79 and grooves 78 extending lengthWise along the truck bed 
80. The corrugated liner 85 has a generally periodic height 
variation along a WidthWise direction of the bed 80, With a 
substantially uniform period over the ?oor 88. A narroW 
gutter area 87 of the bed liner 85 is located near a perimeter 
of the ?oor 88, Where the bed liner meets the head Wall 82 
side Walls 84, the gutter area 87 being essentially ?at and 
devoid of vertical corrugation. The corrugation pattern also 
disappears along a strip of the bed liner 88 adjacent to the 
tail-gate 83. A corrugated portion 81 of the bedliner 85 is 
most ef?ciently cleaned With the scalloped cleaning edge 7, 
Whereas the smaller ?at areas of the bedliner are most 
ef?ciently cleaned With the ?at cleaning edge 8. The teeth 10 
of the head 5 are someWhat thinner and higher than the 
grooves 78 into Which they ?t to alloW for deformities and 
tolerances. 

Dimensions and spacing of the cleaning edge 7 and teeth 
10 are shoWn in FIG. 3, for a speci?c embodiment of the 
head 5 designed to clean bedliners manufactured under the 
DURALINER trademark. A replication period 22 or Wave 
length of the teeth 10 is approximately 1.25 inches. AWidth 
25 of each tooth is approximately 0.5 inches. A height 26 of 
each tooth 10 is approximately 0.6 inches. A radius of 
curvature 27 of a recess betWeen teeth 10 is approximately 
0.38 inches. A radius of curvature 28 of a tooth 10 is 
approximately 0.12 inches. The number of teeth 10 may vary 
betWeen feW and many depending upon the particular sur 
face being cleaned. For example, a cleaning tool 20 designed 
to clean pickup bed liners 85 Which are approximately four 
feet Wide and have a corrugation Wavelength of 1.25 inches 
may have betWeen ?ve and tWenty teeth 10. A tool 20 With 
a smaller number of teeth is less bulky to store and can reach 
into corners more easily, Whereas a tool With a larger number 
of teeth can more quickly clean out a larger portion of the 
bed liner 85. Teeth of solid material 10 are stiff and more 
suitable to digging out material that is compacted or Wedged 
in the grooves 78 of the bed liner ?oor 85. 

In FIG. 4, a second embodiment of the cleaning tool 30 
has teeth 32 that are made of bristle or ?ber. Flexible teeth 
32 of ?ber are suitable for cleaning loose material and ?ne 
particles from the grooves 78 of the bed liner ?oor 85. While 
the dimensions of the bristle teeth approximately matches 
the dimensions of the grooves 78 of the bed liner, the 
optimal Width and length of the teeth 32 is greater than that 
of the grooves, so that the bristle teeth are someWhat 
compressed into the grooves While in cleaning service. A 
slight compression of the bristle teeth 32 Within the grooves 
78 of the bed liner 85 can achieve better coverage of the 
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4 
grooves than can bristle teeth Which are undersiZed com 
pared With the groove dimensions. 

FIG. 5 shoWs a third cleaning tool 34 embodiment, having 
a core 12 of each tooth 14 made of solid material, overlaid 
With a bristle, brush or ?ber surface 13. The teeth 14 in this 
embodiment are made ?exible through the outer covering of 
bristle 13. An advantage of the teeth 14 of this is that the 
basic shape of the corrugated tooth pattern is durably 
maintained by the solid core 12, While the bristles 13 can be 
relatively short and uniform in length. A similar and con 
veniently manufactured design utiliZes a corrugated surface 
for a cleaning edge of the head, the corrugated surface 
perforated With holes that hold bristles. Alternatively, such a 
corrugated cleaning surface can have a brush-like cloth 
adhered. Also advantageous is a head having both stiff 
bristles and ?exible ?bers, similar to both FIG. 4 and FIG. 
5. 

FIG. 6 shoWs another embodiment of cleaning tool 36, 
having a pair of scalloped cleaning edges. Teeth 35 form a 
solid blade and teeth 37 are ?exible yet resilient. Flexible 
teeth 37 can be of the embodiment of teeth 32 shoWn in FIG. 
4 or through the embodiment of teeth 14 depicted in FIG. 5. 
This cleaning tool 36 alloWs ef?cient removal of compacted 
?ne material such as dirt or sand by ?rst raking or scraping 
the bulk of the material out of the bed liner 85 using the edge 
With solid teeth 35, and then brushing ?ne remnants out of 
the liner 85 using the edge With ?exible teeth 37. 

FIG. 7 shoWs another embodiment cleaning tool 38 Which 
has a second cleaning edge. As With the previous 
embodiment, teeth 35 are solid on a ?rst cleaning edge. 
Bristles directed oppositely from the teeth terminate in a ?at 
broom edge 39. This embodiment alloWs efficient removal 
of compacted material such as dirt or sand by ?rst scraping 
free or raking the bulk of the material from the bed liner 85 
With the solid teeth 35, and then brushing the ?ne remnants 
out using the ?at broom edge 39. Brushing the ?ne remnants 
out of the grooved area of the bed liner 85 using the ?at 
broom 39 edge requires greater doWnWard force than does 
brushing With scalloped teeth 14 or 32. The edge With the ?at 
broom 39 has the advantage, hoWever, of being able to 
ef?ciently clean the ?at potions of the bed liner ?oor 85, 
such as the gutters around the perimeter 87, and the tapered 
portion at the back Which adjoins the tailgate 83. 

Alternatively, the bristles or ?bers of ?at broom such as 
edge 39 may be grouped in bunches Which are spaced 
according to the corrugation grooves 78. This alloWs the ?at 
edge to better conform to the corrugated surface of the liner 
85. Similarly, the bunches may have stiffer ?bers for reach 
ing into the grooves, While more ?exible ?bers are posi 
tioned for brushing the ridges of the liner 85. In other Words, 
rather than (or in addition to) varying in height, bristles can 
vary across a cleaning edge periodically in stiffness or 
density, With stiffer or denser portions of the edge designed 
to ?t into grooves 78 and more ?exible or thinner portions 
matching the ridges of a corrugated surface 85. 

FIG. 8 shoWs an embodiment of the cleaning tool 60 With 
a handle 75 and three cleaning edges. A top cleaning edge 
has periodically varying, ?exible teeth 63 formed of bristle 
or ?ber. A bottom cleaning edge has a scalloped blade or 
solid teeth 62. A front cleaning edge has ?at broom bristles 
61. This cleaning tool 60 alloWs ef?cient removal of com 
pacted ?ne material such as dirt or sand by ?rst raking the 
bulk of the material out of the bed liner ?oor, using the edge 
With solid teeth 62, and then brushing the ?ne remnants out 
using the ?exible bristle edge 61. Dirt or other remnants left 
in the ?at gutters 87 near the perimeter of the liner 85 are 
then brushed out using the ?at broom bristles 61. 
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As shown in FIGS. 2—8, the cleaning tool of the present 
invention has a head With an elongated and substantially 
straight dimension Which can ?t against the interior Walls of 
a truck bed, to clean debris adjacent to those Walls. The head 
also has a cleaning edge that extends along the elongated 
dimension and projects a variable distance in a direction 
transverse to the elongated dimension, the variable distance 
de?ned by a generally periodic ?uctuation that ?ts a corru 
gated surface having a repetitive pattern of variations in 
height, so that the cleaning edge can clean the surface 
despite the variations. 

FIG. 9 and FIG. 10 shoW the cleaning tool 60 of FIG. 8 
With the cleaning edges having scalloped solid teeth 62, 
scalloped bristle teeth 63, and ?at broom bristles 61. Details 
of a hinged handle mount Which alloWs the handle 75 to lock 
in different positions are also shoWn. Spring clips 65 and 67, 
Which may be made of various metals including spring steel, 
alloW the handle 75 to be locked generally at a right angle 
to the scalloped edges, as shoWn in FIG. 9, or locked 
generally at a right angle to the extending ?at broom bristles 
61, as shoWn in FIG. 10. Astandoff 66 provides a mount for 
orienting spring clip 65 correctly to lock handle 75 at right 
angles to the back of the cleaning tool head, With a hinge 64 
alloWing the head to instead be locked to the handle by 
spring clip 67. 

In FIG. 11, a cleaning tool 90 has a head 94 that Was 
stamped out of sheet metal to form a scalloped blade 92. The 
head 94 is bent at close to a right angle and mounted With 
a handle 95. Instead of the hinged handle mount, a clamp can 
be attached to the head for quickly clamping or releasing a 
cylindrical handle such as that of a broom or rake. The clamp 
includes a pair of semicircular bales or the like Which can 
grasp a handle, a lever for operating the clamp and a 
mechanism for locking the clamp. A tapered hole may be 
formed in the head for receiving an end of various handles 
to be held by the clamp. 

I claim: 
1. A cleaning implement comprising. 
a solid body having an elongated and substantially 

straight dimension and terminating in a plurality of 
cleaning edges extending along said elongated 
dimension, a ?rst of said cleaning edges projecting a 
variable distance in a ?rst direction transverse to said 
elongated dimension, said distance bounded by a gen 
erally periodic function such that said ?rst cleaning 
edge ?ts a vehicle bed having a series of substantially 
parallel grooves and ridges and bordered by a Wall 
oriented substantially perpendicular to said grooves 
and ridges, said ?rst cleaning edge adjoining a surface 
extending along said elongated dimension and extend 
ing in said ?rst direction, and a second of said cleaning 
edges projecting a substantially constant distance along 
said elongated dimension in a second direction trans 
verse to said elongated dimension, Wherein at least one 
of said cleaning edges is a plurality of bristles, and 

an elongated handle attached to said body, extending in a 
forWard direction toWard said body and having a length 
that is substantially greater than said dimension, said 
length aligned substantially perpendicular to said ?rst 
direction, such that said surface does not extend in said 
forWard direction With said handle extending over said 
bed. 

2. The cleaning implement of claim 1, Wherein said ?rst 
cleaning edge is a scalloped blade and said second cleaning 
edge has said plurality of bristles. 

3. The cleaning implement of claim 1, Wherein said 
generally periodic function is substantially sinusoidal and 
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6 
said second cleaning edge extends in a substantially opposite 
direction from said ?rst cleaning edge. 

4. The cleaning implement of claim 1, Wherein said ?rst 
cleaning edge is a multitude of bristles that terminate in 
accordance With said generally periodic function, said sec 
ond cleaning edge is a multitude of bristles that terminate 
substantially in a plane. 

5. The cleaning implement of claim 1, Wherein said 
handle and said body are interconnected by a mechanism 
that locks in a plurality of positions, each of said positions 
providing access for at least one of said cleaning edges to 
reach said Wall and pull immobile debris from adjacent said 
Wall With said handle extending over said bed. 

6. The cleaning implement of claim 1, Wherein said 
cleaning edges include a third cleaning edge separated from 
said ?rst and second cleaning edges. 

7. The cleaning implement of claim 1, Wherein said 
cleaning edges provide means for cleaning said vehicle bed. 

8. A cleaning implement comprising: 
a cleaning head having a long dimension and a short 

dimension and being adapted for cleaning a vehicle bed 
that has a corrugated surface, a front Wall and a back 
opening, said cleaning head terminating in a ?rst pro 
jection that ends in a ?rst cleaning edge and a second 
projection that ends in a second cleaning edge, said ?rst 
cleaning edge having a periodic variation in height, 
said variation having a period and amplitude substan 
tially matching that of the corrugated surface, Wherein 
at least one of said cleaning edges is a plurality of 
bristles and said second cleaning edge extends along 
substantially an entire length of said long dimension, 
and 

a cleaning handle having an elongated dimension extend 
ing in a forWard direction toWard said head more than 
halfWay betWeen said front Wall and said back opening, 
said handle being connected to said head such that each 
of said projections extends from said head in an angle 
that is substantially normal to said elongated dimension 
and does not project in said forWard direction, Whereby 
an operator disposed outside said bed adjacent said 
back opening and holding said handle can reach said 
front Wall With said cleaning edges and pull immobile 
debris from said front Wall to said back opening. 

9. The cleaning implement of claim 8, Wherein said ?rst 
cleaning edge includes a blade. 

10. The cleaning implement of claim 8, Wherein said 
cleaning head has means for cleaning said vehicle bed. 

11. The cleaning implement of claim 8, Wherein said ?rst 
cleaning edge includes a plurality of teeth. 

12. The cleaning implement of claim 8, Wherein said 
period is approximately 1.25 inches. 

13. The cleaning implement of claim 8, Wherein said ?rst 
cleaning edge is a plurality of bristles and said second 
cleaning edge includes a blade. 

14. The cleaning implement of claim 8, Wherein the 
corrugated surface has a ridge-to-groove depth and said 
amplitude variation of said ?rst cleaning edge exceeds said 
ridge-to-groove depth. 

15. The cleaning implement of claim 8 Wherein said 
handle is pivotable in a plane substantially perpendicular to 
said ?rst and second edges. 

16. A cleaning device for a vehicle comprising: 
a cleaning head terminating in ?rst and second Working 

edges, With said second Working edge facing aWay 
from said ?rst Working edge and at least one of said 
Working edges being a plurality of bristles, said ?rst 
Working edge mating With a vehicle bed during 
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removal of impacted dirt from said bed, said bed having 
a length and a Width, and being corrugated With a 
plurality of ridges and grooves aligned substantially 
parallel to said length, said head connected to a handle 
extending a substantial portion of said length, said 
handle extending in a forWard direction toWard said 
head, said ?rst Working edge adjoining a surface 
extending in a substantially perpendicular direction 
from said handle such that said surface does not extend 
in said forWard direction, said ?rst Working edge 
including a generally coplanar roW of peaks disposed in 
an alternating sequence With a generally coplanar set of 
valleys, said peaks generally ?tting into said grooves 
With said valleys generally ?tting onto said ridges, such 
that said peaks and said valleys sirnultaneously remove 
debris from said ridges and said grooves during clean 
ing of an area of said bed accessed by said handle, 
Wherein said ?rst and second Working edges are sepa 
rated by a distance measured along said substantially 
perpendicular direction, and second Working edge has 
an extent measured along a substantially orthogonal 
direction to said perpendicular direction, said extent 
exceeding said distance. 

17. The cleaning device of claim 16, Wherein said ?rst 
Working edge includes a blade With a generally sinusoidal 
edge. 

18. The cleaning device of claim 16, Wherein a peak-to 
valley height of said one Working edge exceeds a ridge-to 
groove height of said vehicle bed. 
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19. The cleaning device of claim 16, Wherein said clean 

ing head includes a second Working edge disposed distally 
to said at least one Working edge, said second Working edge 
adapted to mate With said vehicle bed and having a sub 
stantially different resiliency than that of said at least one 
Working edge. 

20. A cleaning device for a vehicle comprising: 

a cleaning head terminating in a plurality of Working 
edges, at least one of said Working edges mating with 
a vehicle bed during removal of impacted dirt from said 
bed, said bed having a length and a Width, and being 
corrugated With a plurality of ridges and grooves 
aligned substantially parallel to said length, said head 
connected to a handle extending a substantial portion of 
said length, said Working edge extending in a substan 
tially perpendicular direction from said handle and 
including a generally coplanar roW of peaks disposed in 
an alternating sequence With a generally coplanar set of 
valleys, said peaks generally ?tting into said grooves 
With said valleys generally ?tting onto said ridges, such 
that said peaks and said valleys sirnultaneously remove 
debris from said ridges and said grooves during clean 
ing of an area of said bed accessed by said handle, 
Wherein said one Working edge includes a plurality of 
bristles terminating in a substantially sinusoidal pro?le. 

* * * * * 


